
Waropa - War in Europa 'Sleeve Notes' and Bibliography

First an introduction. The two Audie Murphy streamZ were recorded first, and it then
occurred to us that we should address a WW1 hero too. As we began researching and
writing it became apparent that the aftermath of the terrible experiences they had
beccame manifest in several different ways. So through the linking narrative we tried to
get this thread over and add in other interesting and related information.

The Bibliography works a starter guide and is in no way definitive as many aspects of this
Waropa compendium come from personal knowledge, experience and numerous
conversations with scholars.

Welcome to the Future of History. History for those of us who read with our ears, and
listen with our hearts. Feel it...



Waropa - War in Europa

As you read with your ears you will travel through history with this streamZcast.com
compendium. History meets psychology.

What would you do if you had to go to World War One or Two? What would the
experience do to you afterwards? How would you cope? Shell Shock, battle fatigue, the
rack, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.

These three stories, the EuroViewPoint and the narrators' conversations in the studio
provide a unique insight for everyman. These stories and our compendiumZ become
learning tools - enjoyable educational tools to help people fully appreciate history.

War changes the lives of ordinary people in extraordinary ways as these stories will show.
Within those lives are lessons for us all - experiences that can change us too.

Seen through the eyes of two ordinary American men, 'Waropa' chronicles the myriad
consequences of both the World Wars in Europa. We learn of these heroes early days,
their lives, loves and fears. We travel with them through battles in Italy and France, under
the leadership of military legends such as 'Black Jack' Pershing and George Patton.

After the fighting is over the stories continue as rebuilding their lives continue back hom in
America. These three stories get under the skin and into the hearts of protagonists in the
way that only storytelling can.

To add contrast and context a European viewpoint is included further broadening the
listener’s knowledge and understanding of a broader world.

American Historian, geographer and occasional humourist, Bill Goodwin, and European
writer, Mark Woods, combine their knowledge and insights. Their aim? To reconnect
people with history through the lives and stories of real people.

That is the streamZcast.com ethos.

streamZcast.com compendiumZ are written specifically for the internet and smart
devices. 

Sapere Aude (Latin trans: 'Dare to Know')



streamZcast SleeveNotes

On the Tennessee and Kentucky Border...

LWG: "War takes ordinary men (and women) and drives them to Glory, often at great cost.
With this stream we tried to contrast the ordinary farm-boy life of a young Tennessean
with his exploits on the world stage in WW1.

MVW: "We were in the studio and as Bill was working way through the scratch mix of this
stream, I got to thinking about my own experiences of what Americans call Veterans' Day
during my youth in England. I ended up getting quite carried away, tearful too..."

Research/ Writing/ Narration: Bill Goodwin/ Mark Woods BA (Hons) 
Production/ Sound/ MVO's: Mark Woods BA (Hons)/ the 'Mighty' Norm Haney
Recorded at the Cedar Ridge Sound Lounge, Bowling Green, Kentucky 2010

To Hell & Back

LWG: "America fought beside this man in World War Two. Yet his greatest battle was the
long road home...."

MVW: "Melancholia, Shell-shock, Battle Fatigue, The Rack. PTSD - Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder is what it's now called. This unique hero's most difficult battles weren't the
Europe of World War Two. But he still fought and won... When we recorded this show
both LWG and I became quite emotional. You'll hear it in this powerful presentation."

Research/ Writing/ Narration: Bill Goodwin/ Mark Woods BA (Hons) 
Production/ Sound/ MVO's: the 'Mighty' Norm Haney/ Mark Woods BA (Hons)
Recorded at the Forever Communications, Bowling Green, Kentucky 2009

To Motel & Back

MVW: LWG (Bill Goodwin to you and me) recorded an LWG His-Story back in 2009 as
part of the first season of the LWG His-Stories genre about the author of 'To Hell and
Back'. The book was subsequently made into a successful film and was a box office
record until Jaws over took it in 1977. But its author had some terrible internal demons.
This History With Attitude attempts to explore this critical internal battle and expand to
touch the souls and torment of many others, soldiers or others the world over. This issue
should not be ignored and neither should this ground-breaking Stream based on an
imagining of a real situation in the California of the late 1960's...

Research/ Writing/ Narration: Mark Woods BA (Hons) 
Production/ Sound/ MVO's: Mark Woods BA (Hons)
Additional MVO's: Mike Pearson 
FVO's/ Style/ Attitude: Shannon Hudson BA Agriculture
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United States History Department, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania

Wikipedia/ Alvin C York

The Book and the 1941 Movie, Sergeant York

US Chrone 166th Regiment History - First World War

Wikipedia/ General of the Army, Douglas MacArthur

Wikipedia/ The 42nd Rainbow Division of the AEF (American Expeditionay Force, 1918) The Meuse Argonne
Military Offensive Sept. - Nov 11th, 1918

State of Tennessee Historical Society, Nashville, TN. 

Wikipedia/ Cordell Hall, US Representative from Eastern Tennessee

The Alvin C. York Agricultural School (Jamestown High School, Tennesse,  est. 1939)

Dr Jack Thacker, PhD History - South Carolina and Western kentucky University - united States Military History
Studies

MVW Poppies section + music from personal experience.....

The Book and the Movie, To Hell & Back

Wikipedia/ 1926 to 1971

Arlington National Cemetary, Arlington, Virginia 

Audie Murphy and Cotton Museum, Greenville, Texas. -

The Book 'American Soldier', Colonel Harold B. Simpson

Melba J. Dunne, born Celeste, Texas, (sometime neighbour of Audie Murphy family)

Wikipedia/ Lt General Walter 'Beetle' Smith

Reid Hospital Psychiatric Studies, Washington DC - Post Traumatic Stress Disorder - 1969

Fort Sam Houston Military Hospital, San Antonio, Texas

Dr William Francis Thompson PhD, Texas Tech. University/ Western Kentucky University

Photography by Mitchell Wilson DGA, recipient of the National Press Photographer of the Year Award and Emmy Award nominee.
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